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Tantalum thin films wer~ sputtered onto quartz slides in a 
stainless steel bell jar holding all sputtering parameters constant 
with the exception of th~ stibstrate temperature. A study was made 
'· 
of the resistivity and structure of films deposited at substrate temp-
eratures varying from 200°c to 660°C. The resistivity was found to 
be directly related to the structure of the deposited films with the 
-fj structure- being formed below 650°c and a mixture of bee tantalum 
and Ta2c being form~d.: at higher substrate temperatures. 
Annealing studie·.$. of· th:e- ~ tantalum films indicated a relationship 
·between the resisf:ivit:.y: li;fter annealing and the resistivity prior to 
ann~aling, w.ith the lower resistivity films changing to b.c.·c. tan-
talum plus Ta2c and the higher resistivity films r:emaining e_ssentiall·y· 
~ ,... 
,., .. ·. . .. unchanged. Nitrided and carburized specimens of tantalum wire were 
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INTRODUCTION 'l I, 
Thin Film Fabrication 
-
·-Thin films of metals :and semiconductors have, in recent years, 
• been the subject of a g,reat deal of investigation due to their use 
as passive devices such· as :resistors and ~apacitors and_ their 1use as 
specimens for electron microscopy studies. There are several ·methods 
available for the=~ariufacture of these thin films. Electrodeposition, 
·which is the mp_st .w'ide.1-y known method and the oldest, is the 1 east 
suitable. for. the m:apufi:i'cture of films for res.istors and capacitors 
d.ue- to. t-h.e .fact th.at the substrate on w)ijch the film is deposited must 
b¢.: of a condu.c_tfpg: m~terial. Vapqr deposition, vacuum evaporation, and 
~a __ tbo.dic sputter~:.n_g c.an, o_n the -other hand, deposit thin films on a-_ny· 
:suit:able substrate including insulating materials. Ci 
Vapor _d~posi tion is tne reduction or .oecomposi tion of a volattle: 
~$tallic compound ~n a heated substrate. A typical example of this ·is 
tJ:ie hydrogen reduction of tantalum pentachloride in-which a vapor of 
tantalum pentachloride is c_a'rried ,over ;a heated substrate by a flow of 
! 
dry hyd:rogen. The reduction of the tantalum·pentachloride then takes 
place at the substrate by the following reaction: 
2 TaCl5, + 5 H2 = 2 Ta t + 10 HCl + 
This method of deposition is limited to metals that form a volatile 
. 
. ' 




.. -·-." :·- ·- - ____ .compound __ and requires- a -high ,aubstr·a-t-e temperature·~du·rtng ·deposi tioh.--··-· .. ..e--c._,_.u'--_"--- - -- -
Vacuum e~aporation is the heating of a metal in a vacuum until 
4 its vapor pressure excee_ds that of the surro~ndings, caus
1
ing it to .. 
'1, 
evapo~ate and condense on the -;CO(?l~r · s.Y;r.r_ounding_ of which _ the substrate 
• 
... " " .,- . .:.. - -- ... ,, 
. ,:..C:-••.• ·. ,- -,..:,;._.._· •. - ..•. c;~ --.• __ ...:.__,_.;.. -•• :.- .. :. ... , -·-·-· . ;• ••.( , •' - • ""_.:_,~,_.....;._,~:. ,• .. •:• . ~ ··"'l.·.--• ."." .,.;_ ... ,. , • • ~- ; • '--~~, -: • ____ ,: - :.:--• • • - -- ·-·,- - • -
.., 
l·· 













" ' I is ti' part. Until recently this me.thod was limited to the lower melting 
point metals, but it is now possible to focus electron and laser beams 
of high energy density whiqh can melt even the high melting temperature 
metals. The material to be deposited by this method must be either a 
single element or an alloy of elements with approximately the same 
vapor pressures at the temperature to which it is heated or the com-
position of the deposit will differ from the composition of the source. 
Cathodic sputtering is anothe! method of d~position that takes 
place in a partial vacuum· and, since it is the subject of this thesis, 
it will be discussed in more detail. 
Cathodic Sputtering 
Cathodic sputtering is accomplished by the ion bombardment of a 
source material, .. which is set up as the cathode of a glow discharge 
tube. If the bombarding ions have·high enough momentum, momentum 
' \ transfer takes place, between tlfem. and the target atoms causing the 
target atoms to leave the surface with some velocity.Cl) For this 
reason the ions are usually of a: he·avy· inert gas, such as· argon, and 
accelerated to the source material by maintaining the source material 
at a high negative~. C. potential. The· electric field between the 
source material ( cathode) and anode also sets up tJ:ie glow _discharge in 
the partial pressure of the inert gas ·used for creating the ions. The 
source atoms, that acquire enough energy to escape .,tlte surface, drift 
........... -·····--···"'-~·· .. --·"· .. - --·. a.G-l!OSS .'.the· gap· between-' ·ca tnode . and. aiiode· t O - impfnge. Oil the anode 
.. 
' . ---· --· ·-- - ----·-·- .. ·-
,, 
t\' .......... • -
which is maintain~d at ground potential. If a ~ubstrate is placed be-i " 
tween the source and the anode (usually on the anode), the ejected 
}~toms of source .. material will dep<?sit on the substrate. Since this 
-··"·· ... ·-"· ---·-------....... -;:·-:, ... _... .. .. ~s.. ': . -······ __ ..,. ---· -· .... -- -· .- ..... ,.(I. ' ...... ......, •. _ -·-··· ··- .............. -.,_ .......... 1, ................ ,_.. __ ···-··-·- .. -...... • '· 
. 
.............. ___ .,.,. _______ . --
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4 
method ,does not depend, to any large degree, on the properties of the 
source material, thin films of the same composition as the source 
can be deposited.(2) 
Highly reactive source materials may form compounds during the 
....... ' 
sputtering process by reacting with a reactive gas that may be present 
' .....Ji in or intentionally added to the sputtering atmosphere.(3),This can 
occur by (1) the absorption of the reactive g~s by the sputtered film, 
(2) the combination of the reactive gas at the surface of the source 
material and subsequent sputtering to the $Ubstrate, and (3) the 
:combination of the reactive gas with ths sou~ce material during transit. 
J\nother source of possib.le contamin·a:ti·on of· the deposited thin films 
,. :ts ·from ,secondary sputtering of th.e· internal surf)1c:e·s of the ch:amber 
caused by the bombarding source a·.toms. ( 4) 
.Tantalum 
Tantalum is being used by many ·manufacturers for thin film cir-
cuits becaus·e of its properties. It has a low resistivity of 12.4 µ. 
ohm-cm and can be. very easily anodized to/ form a uniform, pore-free 
amorphous insulating oxide for dielectric use in capacitor manufacture 
and to trim resistors to a specific value by decreasing the cross 
sectional area of the conducting films. Tantalum film~ can be de-•-""· ,· ••Jf .. I - -~ ~ •• 
posited-by vapor deposition, evaporation, or cathodic sputtering. 
Sputtering is the method that is most practical because (l) it is 
·- - ·-·- -----·-
- • ------ ----- ll, ___ -----
---
-·-'··:. ·•• ___ - .• • ---···. 
its ·adaptability to high production rates by the use of such equipment 
as the continuous ,vacuum machine.< 5> Tantalum is also a highly 
"reactive element during sputterin'g .which re·adily forms nitrides 1 ) 
. - - .; 
.. . - . ____ ., ................... - . -·- - -. - --
. ' - -, 





carbides, or oxides.< 6> · All three elements _are only slightly soluble 
iri tantalum before the- formation of compounds:. nitrogen, carbon, and 
oxygen have a solubility limits of 4.0 atomic%, 0.136 atomic~%, and 
0.25 ·atomic %, respective·ly, at 1000°c. ( 7)_ ~eyond these limits stable 
compounds are formed that_are of higher resistivity than pure b.c.c. 
~-
tantalum and have a negative temperature coefficient of resistance. 
ijy controlling the amount of impurity that is added to the system 
. ' during sputtering, stable resistor films can be deposited with the 
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\ . ', All films in this 'experiment were sputtered and annealed in a 
standard bell jar vacuum system ( see Appendix 1 for details) using 
an 18 inch diameter by 14 inch high stainless steel bell jar with 
water cooled flanges. Access holes in the base plate were used for 
.various electrical feed throughs, for a mechanical feed through to 
operate the shutter between the source material and the substrate, 
and to supply argon gas to the chamber. A schematic diagram of the 
deposition chamber and sputtering apparatus is shown in Figure.l. 
. " " !" The cathode or source material was a 4 :x 4 · x 1 4 pl·ate of high 
purity tantalum obtained from National Research Corporation. Fused 
I "· " quartz substrates, 11 2 x 3 x 1/16", were held in position on a 
stainless steel anode by· fused quartz tabs .which overlapped each end 
of the substrate and·were fastened to the anode by stainless steel 
screws. Three quartz lamps were used to radiant heat the underside 
of the anode to the desired temperature. A variac, connected through 
a 1:1 isolation transformer, was used to supply power to the quartz 
lamps. Temperatures of the anode were monitored by ·imbedding an 
alumel-chromel thermocouple into the top surface of the anode directly 
under the substrate. 
·-~Sputtering Procedure· -~- __ ,_ 
' 
I --· - - ---·-- -· - •- ---- - ·---- -·~- ·•-- ·- -· -- • -~ -·. ··--·-• •-· -- ·- ·- --· ----
Substrates, that cleaned by . .the procedure . Appendix 2, were in ... 
-were loaded onto the anode. Then a stainless steel shutter was po-
sitioned betwe~n the cathode and anode to prevent-any of the sputtered 
tantalum atoms from depositi~g on the substrate during ~resputtering. 
. ' 
. ~ ...... _. ' . 
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The chamber was then evacuated to a vacuum of 1.0 x l0-5mm of Hg at 
which time the voltage to the quartz lamp heaters was adjusted to 
maintain the ~node at 700°c. This-was done to remove any absorbed 
moisture or volatile contaminants from the substrate. When the chamber 
reached a vacuum pressure of 1. 0 x l0-6mm of Hg, the temperatur·e of 
' the anode was lowered to the desired value and tmJ chamber·pressure 
dropped even f-urther to about 5. 0 x 10-7mm of Hg as the metal sur-
·-
faces inside the chamber cooled. 
After the substrate temperature had stabilized at the desired., 
value, commercially pure· argon was introduced into the chamber through 
a needle valve. Th~ needle valve was adjusted to maintain a vacuum 
system foreline pressure of 65 microns of llg with the high vacuum 
gate valve between the chamber and the diffusion pump wide open. The 
high vacuum valve was then p~rtially·closed to obtain ·a 'Chamber pres-
sure of 13 microns of Hg. To beg"'n sputtering, the cathode power supply 
voltage was slowly raised to -4500VDC and the high vacuum valve was 
readjusted to maintain a sputtering current of lOma (.625 ma/square 
.· inch of cathode surface). The stainless steel shutter shielded the 
substrate during the presputtering period used prior to each deposition • 
.. Tb.is. p:resputtering period normally lasted about 1 · l/2· liotiW~arld-· served 






present on the tantalum cathode. 
-··- --- -----··----- --·- ·--- ------------ - ---:---- ........ :.--=--- .. , . 
--- - ..1--.. -Removal of the stainless steel shutter from between the tantalum 
cathode and the substrate exposed the substrate to the sputtered atoms 
and deposition occurred. During deposition the current was maintained 
at 10·.o ~ .• 25· ma. After the shutter was open for 40 minutes, depo-
't '. 
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-·-s 1 ti on was stopped by turning off the cathode power supply. This ,i· 
length of deposition time was' selected in ord~r t~ produce films 2300 
+ 50A thick ·so that there would be no resulting effects of thickness -
on the resistivity of the deposited tantalum films.CS) All films 
prepared for this study were sputtered in exactly.the same way with a 
substrate to cathode distance of 2 1/4 inches. The only variable that 
was changed from run to run was the substrate holder temperature and 
this was held constant(± 3%) for each deposition cycle. Substrate 
holder temperatures during deposition were varied from 200~C to 
' 
660°c for this investigation. 
Annealing Procedure 
All tantalum films for the annealing studies weie annealed in 
. . . 
the same vacuum chamber that was used during sputtering, with the 
following changes: 
(1) The cathode and cathode assembly were removed and a stain-
less steel dome was placed .;in the chamber over the substrate · 
holder to act as a reflector of radiant heat. 
(2) The quartz tabs that held the substrate·in place were re-
placed by boron nitride insulators to which were attached 
copper·foil~·so~~h~~- cont~ct could be made to the films 
. during annealing. By this means, resistance of the films 
. < 
··---··-------- .. --~ • . . ! 
was monitored during annealing. 
- - - - . - . -- - .. - . _, - ..... , ·-. . -- - - .. -- --· . 
; ~- _, :· - •. · .. -·~: ·_. - -- .. -
(3) The movable shutter over the substrate was ·removed.:. · 
Slides to be annealed were mounted on the substrate holder and 
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of Hg~ The variac controll~ng the heater voltage was then increased 
to 120 volts and the temperature rose to 690 .!' 10°c in about 15 
minutes. The chamber pressure normally rose to 1.0 x 10-5mm of Hg 
during initial h~~1:ing but dropped to 5.0 x 10-7mm of Hg in 8 hours. 
Afte·r 8 hours, the variac was turned off allowing the substrate to cool. 
· Normally it took about three hours for the substrates to cool to less 
0 ' than. 50 C at which time they were removed from the vacuum chamber. 
Carbon Doping 
,, Carbon doping of the sputtered tantalum films was accomplished 
by the addition of propane to the argon used during sputtering. The 
ratio of propane to argon was contr~lled to various levels using the 
procedure found in Appen~ix 3. 
Wire Samples 
Wire specimens, for Debye Scherrer X-ray diffraction work, were 
prepared from 10 mil pure tantalum wire resistance heated in a quartz 





Figure . rgon was fed into the quartz tube through a T connection 
where either propane or nitrogen oould be added. Copper tubing was 
used as the atmosphere supply and exit lines for the quartz tube· as 
well as the terminals for the tantalum wire" The tanta.lum· wire· w-as- · ·------.., .. 
stretched between the supply and exit lines inside the quar~z tube. 
Heating was accomplished by passing an electric current through the 
-~ 
. - - . - --- ·.--~; "'.'" ;.--'";" --- --- --- -
.. , ..... - ----- ...... -
·t-ant-alum--·wtre-.-· ·· This current was supplied by a variac · connected to 
the copper tubes through a 1:1 isolation transformer. 
j 
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. a steady flow. of argon f·or s· minutes, then the variac voltage was in-
creased until the tan·t~lum wire reached approximate~y 1500°C. The, 
tantalum wire was held at this temperature for five minutes then 
cooled to room temperature. Ni trided and carburized .samples were · 
obtained in the same manner except that small amounts of nitrogen 
and propane were added to the-argon before it entered the quartz tube. 
Measurement Techniques 
The electrical resistivity ( p) of all the films used in this 
investigation were determined from four point probe measurements at 
room temperature (±° 2°c). The thickness used in determining the 
,. .. 
resistivity was obtaineq by electrolytically etching patterns on the 
slide and measuring the step height betweeri the film surface and the 
• 
substrate using a Taylor-Hobson,' Ltd. Model 3 talysurf profilimeter. 
An electrolytic etch was used to prev~nt undercutting of the quartz 
substrate which would result in an erroneous step height between the 
film surface and substrate. 
X-ray analysis used in this study were of two types: 
1. Wide film cylindrical camera- techniques were used to examine 
the structure of the films on substrates. A schematic of the 











angle of the incident X-ray beam to the thin film surface ( a ) 
was maintained at 12°. 
..... - - ·- ---:- ~----·· ·--·-· -- -- ~--··· ·- . ___ ... ·.:. ----- - -- .. -· ~-- - - - .. - - ------·-- .. - ·--~ ... · .. :-., ... "-··"·'··· '--"~.\ ·:", ___ ,_ · · 2: -- AII: wire -- spe·c-imens· and specimens of stripped films we·re 
examined using a Debye Scherrer Camera. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
" ., " .. ~ .. :-.. Deposition Temperature Effects 
The effect of substrate temperature on the room temperature 
resisti yi ty of deposited tantalum films is ... shown in Figure 4. As 
can -be seen from this figure, the films deposited at a temperature 
below 650°c exhibited resist-ivities that vatied from 165 µ ohm-cm 
to 200 µ. ohm-cm. Variations of this nature are typical of sputtered 
0 
.tantalum films prepared in a bell jar system, even when sputtered at 
the same substrate temperature. No consistent effect on the resis-
tivities of the tantalum films could be attributed to the substrate 
0 · temperatures in the range from 200 to 650 C but films deposited at 
temperatures above 650°c had much lower values, about 2 to 3 times 
that of bulk b. c. c. tantalum, (i.e. , 25 . to 40 µ ohm-cm at 20°c). 
,t-
.. 
The physical appearance of the films deposited on substrates below 
Gsooc and those deposited o~ substrates above 650°c differed in that) 
--/ the former exhibited much·higher specularity than thd latter. 
X-ray diffraction studies of the deposited Alms indicated that, 
all of t_he films deposited on substrates below 650°C were moderately 
oriented and of the reported ~ structure,(9) formerly referred to as 
phase x<lO,ll). A typical diffraction pattern is shown in Figure 5 
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in Table 1. 
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-- - -- -·- -
were maintained ~bove 650°c, produced.diffraction patterns that in-
dexed as b.c.c. tantalum and a weak second phase (See Table 2). The 
. . . -- .. ' ........ ~ ·~.--. ,... ·- ... ~ , .. -...-·- ··-- . •' ··:· ... ··.··""p. " .. ·-·--·'--· 
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·· · ·· -----~~~'"'~~:~~--~~~~~lf .. c~c..~---t~iint-a-lum···-appear·ett--~eo···ntfve-···a-··(llo)· 'oritiniat·1·~~-; i.e. , with the 
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(110) parallel to the substrate surface.· 
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The {j structure films, . deposited at substrat.~ temperatures below 
0 . ' 
650 C, were:._ then annealed for 8 hourJs at 690 ! 10°c in a vacuum. 
Resistivity measurements made after the films were cooled to room 
temperature and removed from the vacuum showed that the resistance 
increased for some films and decreased for others. A plot of resis-
tivity after annealing versus substrate holder temperature during 
deposition showed that substrate temperature during deposition did 
not control the annealed resistance (See Figure 6). Instead, a re-
_lationship was found between the resistivity prior to annealing and the 
tesistivity after annealing (Figure 7). Films with an initial re-
. 
~i~tivity greater than 176 µ ohm-cm incre~sed in resistivity while 
those of lower initial resistivity decreased. Typical annealing curves 
showing the two t_ypes of behavior: one for a film with an initial 
resistivity greater than 176 µ ohm-cm and one for a film with an 
··, 
·initial resistivity below this value, are given in Figure 8. 
!l . X-ray diffraction studies of the annealed films showed that the 
structure of the; films th·at decreased in resistivity was composed of 
b.c;c. tantalum with a (110) orientation and the same second phase 
0 
as noted i_!)_~_ the- films sputtered ~.bove 650 C. A comparison of the 
diffract.ion patterns of the filni's that decreased in resistivity when 
+ 
annealed and the diffractiori pattern of the films deposited on sub-
... 
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13 
of the observed diffraction lines and more diffraction lines were 
present·. Figure 10 shows a diffraction pattern of this anne_aled 
structure while a comparison of the d spacings of the annealed 
tantalum to the reported ~ tantalum structure and the fj tantalum 
films deposited below 650°c is made in Table. 1. 
Phase Determination 
Wide film cylindrical camera diffraction patterns are very un-
satisfying in the measurement of d spacings used to determine lattice 
parameters, therefore, a very thick film ( about _105A) was sputtered 
at a substrate temperature of 200°c to obtain specimens for Debye 
Scherrer·X-ray diffraction patterns. Resistivity measurements were 
not made due to the thickness of- the _.film but. a wide film cylindrical 
• 
camera diffraction pattern showed the structure to be ~ (Figure 11). 
The specimen was the~ anneal~d f6r 8 hours at 100°c to obtain the 
. equilibrium structure which was b.c.c. Ta plus a second phase (Figure 
12). This film was stripped from the substrate very easily due to the 
stresse~ set up between the film and the quartz substrate during 
annealing. A debye Scherrer diffraction pattern (Figure 13) revealed 
the structure to be b.c.c. tantalum with a hexagonal phase of either 
Ta2N or Ta2C. These two structures are nearly identical as can be 
'.......... . - .. . - .. ' 
seen from the calculated values for the d spacings in Table 3. For 
comparison several samples of pure tantalum wire were carburized and· 
-.. ··'·"--·~---. ___ ., ____ .. _ s.e-ve-ral were- n-itrided. - Debye Scherrer- diffraction· patterns- of the - --------·----- · --~- · · 
carburized, nitrided, and annealed pure tantalum wire are shown in 
Figure 14, 15, and 16 respectively. The diffraction patterns of the 
-A~· ~ ,__ .... .... .. ~·- .............. .:~·~······-' ., ···-·····--·-''··-·· , 
.. . ":" . ....... -- -·····. -
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th-at the high angle diffraction lines of the b.c.c. tantalum struc-
tures, especially the strong line caused by the (411) plus -(330) 
reflection, show some variation. The d spacings of the carburized, 
ni trided, and annealed tantalum wires are tabulated along with the 
d spacings of .the annealed /j tantalum i.n Table 4 for comparison. 
By the extrapolation of a plot of a versus sin2 8 to sin2 8 = 1, 
(Figure 17), a0 values of 3.325, 3.312, 3.305, and 3.305 were obtained 
for the tantalum in equilibrium with Ta2 N, the annealed pure tantalum, 
the tantalum in equilibriuni with Ta2c, and the tantalum phase of the 
annealed f3 tantalum, respectively. This change in tantalum lattfce 
parameter can be explained by the fact that nitrogen, at its maximum 
solubility limit, expands the b.c.c. lattice to an a0 of 3.311X<
12>, 
but carbon at its solubility limit decreases~the b.c.c. lattice to 
a-._--_-n -a 0 of 3.303A
0 (l3>. Indicatiops are that the tantalum phase of the 
annealed /j tantalum and the tantalum ph-ase of the carburized tantalum 
are similar and therefore that the annealed {3 tantalum structure 
~ .. 
contains carbon., - The annealed {j tant~lum d spacings and the d 
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Since carbon is only 0.136 atomic% soluble in pure tantalum at 
1200°c< 7>, a solid solution can be created very easily with small 
------- ---~- ----- ----,-_-- --- ----·------ -------------··c-1··4-->- ------------------- ---------.-, --·- "·• f,::... --~-- • . . . • - - ·- . 
The tantalum-carbon phase diagram by Pochon et.al. amounts of ·carbon. 
exhibits a two ph~se reiion, in which tantalum·~~d Ta2c are in equi-
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15 
less than 27.5 atomic%. ~~ Since some of the annealed films-a-:f--t-h-i-s 
study showed the formation of tantalum with soluble carbon and a 
weak second phase that compares with the second phase present in the 
carburized specimen-a~ the carbon cm tent of them is indicated to be 
,, · .. greater than 0.136 atomic %:. This carbon probably does not come from 
the residual ~tmosphere in the. chamber, i.e., the atmosphere remaining ,.._ 
in the chamber· prior- ·to: J;jJ1c·k filling with argon, since any reactive 
elements present would be· :r·emo·ved during the .presputtering period. 
Therefore, carbon is pro:ba:bly introduced into the sputtering atmos-
phere during deposition. ot the tantalum films. Decomposition of the 
d.if_ftis.ion pump hydrocarl::>qn_ v~.p.ors· is one method of introducing carbon 
int'c> tbe sputteri11g· _atmosplle·I'e b.ut thi~ .see,ms, hi-g_h.ly unlikely because :..._. • 
.1 
·th-e' hydrocarbon va·_pors would h-a:ve to b·~c'kstream into the sput~er:ing 
:chamber ag_a-inst t.h.e co.nst·ant .-f:low of. :argon which is maintained during 
sputtering.: ·There. -fs al.s:o. the ,pos.sib11ity that hydrocarbon vapors 
could be car:ri·ed into ·t'he: chamber -:by the: argon used during sputteri'n:g. 
but the 'mo$t j:>rob:able source of ca.rpon is from the steel surfac:e·s-
-l.'itside: the c·hamber.. Secondary ·spµttering caused by the s-puttere1d 
.. . s_ou-rce material atoms str:~·,klqg: e~posed surfaces inside the chamber is 
- .. - ·-··-··· - ··~-----
The results of th-i:s Eixperiment seem to indicate that tbe ~ 
tantalum ~truct:ure· _is really a metastable phase of tantalum and carbon . 
. . 
~-· . \ 
~-tn(.'··" 
·-·------- _________ .,.. 
. 
·' 
___ Made.r ~-~-~,~----hBS---S-hown-- tha-t---met"3sta-bl-e···-an·d· ··ev·e·ir-··amorphous· s-t'rtic':fur-esc- .... ------ ,, -----. ' 
·. :~ .-· •' .~-·-· 
' 
. 
can be deposited on substrates when the surface mobility of the d~-.• 
,, . 
... 
....::_ ___ .... ~·---- --- --· ___ ....... 
. ............. .... ~·.--'---.··--·-· --
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16 
.·Since increased substrate temperatures cause increaseq atom 110-
, 
b ·· l • -- ( 11) h d · t d t."' t · h d d t the-- .1·1ty, . t e epos1 e s rue· ure 1s very muc epen en. on 
.. substrate temperature. This agrees vety well with the· resultsob-
1' 
tained· • this 1n study, as Ta· ~toms· de.posi.teq .on substrates below 650°C 
formed the ~ structure and atoms deposited on substrates above 650°C 
f<;>rmed the mcire stable equili.b.r:i-:i.Jni' structure of b. c. c. tantalum and 
i.s pr'ob~bly .d·ue t.o ~ \~J~rtation in the ·~mo.unt -of c:~rpon present.-~'"-~ 
A·c.c-:ord ing to Matth'iessen·' s rule th·~ :re:slst..iv.it_y o·f an alloy is t.he: 
sum of the residua-1 :res-is.t1v·ity and ·a temperature dependent resis-
ttvity. The re-'s·.tg·u)1l ·r_e.sistiv.it·y is· generally inc1epend.en·t of·· te·mp~ 
.. 
. ,.·· .eratur.e· but:: is :g:reatly. af'f'ected by small· change~- :111 compos:ttio-n :tor:>· ~ 
,' 
, ;: {18) 
:d:il.u.te alloys. ·. · ··Since carbon is· u·nintention~lly Jtdd·ed .to tlie 
deposited f_ilms, there ls no way of eontrol1tn.g t,he a.mount present and 
it would probably ·va~y ftom ~ilm to film. ·Intention~! carbon doping 
of the spqtt_ere.d tant~l'tim .films by adding propane in th.e ratios of 
._:;QQ_5:0%, and ._.()107% to the a,rgo:n U$ed during sput~e:rin_g·· prod'1Ce films 
w:ith resistivities of 125 µ. ohm.-:9m and 54 µ ohm-cm, r.espective:I.y. 
-
. .;.. -~~ --
------ .:--·__,....:._ ___ ,. -- . 
. . -·-. 
------·-----------· . 
The carbon doping of the tantalum ·films therefore ind~cates that 
1. lowering of the as-sputtered :f.ilm res1stivities is c,au.s·ed l)y tncre:ase:d 
carbon content. This is, -con.trary to the resul ts .. -.{)bt·a-ined for dilu.te· 
--- -- ·-·· -.- ..... 
- • - - --- 0 _._, - --~~~ -· •. M •• ,•--R-- • -•• • -~ -• .-.--:s-&l id --sol·utions-dirand- ·1·s----proiJ=a15r.y· --catised-·-by the f.ormation of .Ta
2 c in 
' ~-
the deposited films. ·Ta2c has a p of 30 µ ohm-cm at 20°c.<7> This 
of Ta2C are the same as some -of ·the d spac·-ings reported for th~ (j 
• 
ti 
. ' ' 
----· .... ---·· ·-·--·--. _,, ___ ······- -.-----;·-.,._.:.:-·--4:-::::-.-=:-:· -·-: ;::;-·:-""';.-·~·-·"··~···.-····· --.·.;::-· 
.,. - -- .... - - ... 
' " ' 
·-" ,. "' __ ..... ~., .. - -- ----- -- - . -~ , ... ·----··-··--·--··. ...... _..... .. _,~-----· . ' ... -.. ... ~,_ ...... ---~--·-·-r·-·•6> . . 
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tantalum sti~u·ct·u:re ~ These d spacings are compared in Table 5. 
The annealing exper.iment seems to ·substantiate the fact that the 
iowEir resi.stivi ty ,films c.ontai n mor.e carbon · s.ince the nucleation and 
-gr'C>W:tb. :of the· .s·table ph~.$es from a super: s·aturated S:Olid: solution is 
\tery much depenqent on f~e degree of. saturation-~ .According to Hardy 
and Heal ( 19) the· inltial rate of precipitation of the stable phases i~ :· 




is the activation energy or work of ·formation of the surf:ac,~, 
which has to be supplied in forrning·.a hucle·Qs .of fhe crt.tical .s:t~e- ·to 
·, 
cause :growth of the precipitated phase, Q ls. the.: a.ctt:,vatiqp energy for. 
d'if'c:fusion, and. K is a frequenc,y ·-factor. At conS'·f;ant temperature, 
·.<. 
··therefore 
' ,, '. ' ·the: r·ate is<dependent on A s'l.hce· .. Q ... ·is constant. (l The larger· 
.t:he va,lue. o:f· A0 ,. :the :s.rna:l-l~r .the initial. rate of precipitation. Hardy· 
and II~~-1-·have related t.;tie act1.v·a,tion :e:nergy tt) the composition by t·he 
.f·oll ow.irtg r·e l;at:i:on .:. "/, 
··.· · 3 ( ) 6 2 
~2 b x2 -x N _ 
z3 [ ,6F of the initial precipitate/gram atom ]_2 
-r:.... ~ .. 
brfum· ph,a_s.e , .. a·rtd: .x is th.e :a·mourit of solute in ·the super-saturated 
solid solution. From .thls re:1,~tionship it can be seen t.hat. a~y i:ri--
'Crease of the solute in the s·uper-saturated so+ut>io:n_ has a great 
-- - --··--~ -- ---· ... ,-· - .- -
-- ·----- ... -· - ·-. -· -.----·· ·----·· ... ,·•, ·._ '. - -·-· - .,. -·· 
- '..: .,. 0 ·-- -- : - ' - - ··-- -
·--· ·- ---·-·- - - - ---- . -
--- - - - - ·-- -·- ·-···· --
. ,. ~--··-····· ... - ..... ,..., .... , .. ..,:_,..,..-- ,. - ·-· . - . -~ .. " - - - ·-·- - -- .. 
effect on decreasing the activation ener.gy and theref.ore inc.rea~~ttg l 
_, 
-, 
the ·rate of precipitation of the stable phases. 
I 
·' 
..... -...... -·. --- •.,• .. ·-·':"---·- ··----·-····'·· - --;----.. 1 . 
• 
' " 
ii, " - . 














results of. tll·::t~ ·the.sts trnd th·e work ·of Ha·rdy and Heal., t.h.e f~te :.of . 
. precip-:i:tat-ion (>:f .t-h.e s-t.able phases is dependent o·n the- ,ctf;tb'Qn content 
(t:-~ e: .... , re·.sis_tt·vtt:Y·l and· temperature. Higher temper_;at.ure.s would there-
wt.th -~ l'owe:r c·arbbn: co·ntent .. .Al t.m~:h a.nd Re:ad :mad:e no mention of finding 
-~ :·s:.Efc:bnd phas.~· :wJ1en (3-: t,antal'uni :.w:a:s ·cc:>11ve.rted t-o: b:. c. c .. tantalum. ! This· 
:ts· ·probably·· due to the fact tha:f: ta-)1ta.lum f.o11 w~·$ tis:·e.d ·as the sub--
~t:ra:te ·.for the /j tantalum ·f1lm·s •. ·On. ne,ating the =·b·.:c_. c .. ~ tantalum sub-
·.would, bec:time· :so·:l:u:b1e in,. the :b.c:.c.. ·(anta1uni' f-.oi1 .substrate before .. a 
.. 
-second pna·se ·of Ta2c ·could .be: f·ormed. 
.. 
·, 
.. Fletcher(.l_l} sh.ow.ed t'nat, as Jncre:.a.sing·· .·am<>'.(1rtt·s _of ni.f-rogen were 
·" ._adide:d' ··a.uf ing_ sp11tt.er-ing_ of t.at1:ta_lum, the· st·ructu:re. changed from {3 
tain·talum tq b.·.c. c. :tan.t--a1.u1.11, tq ·Ta2N· and to TaN ,in .sequenc·e. -w~>t:h .m.ix-
t:u .. res ·.oc:currin~- between the·: sto_ichiometric co ositions=.· A ·t;~.rnary 
Ph,a:s.e ·diagram h:as. ·bee·n suggested :(rom t. . 
. . 
results of: th_1s_. -expe.r.fment 
·t;ha-:t: ·could _expl a.fn :Fl.e.t:e:he.r' :s. ·r:e.s:ti:.l.ts .• It has been showri that the .. ' . .· . 
eq1,1ilibrium str.ucture of /j t·a.nt.a'lum for some film.s ts '.b .• c .. ,c. Ta and ., 
• _9,_ 
.. -------------~- ·- .·. ·.·-----·. ·. ·:.······ ·-·-- .. -·""-·--·--·--~-· 
-- _____ ... ________________ _ 
···----·-
- -·----;----·~---· ------
1.'~_2 c, therefore .a. met.~stable -~ region <Jf. Tantalum, :C~rb()n: and Nitr_o-
&'eP. is. s.ug_g_ested slnc-e nitrogen:· h.as_· .gt·(lat:e.r s:.011.fbi-~i:_ty :fn. tantalum 
·-~ ,_::" ._ .. · ·-·- .... --·:· ·--, .· .. ·:. ;-__ - .:.~-- .· .-~ . .... ,-C-'-----:~~e- -<}a~ll911·-' :e-o.ntent:ts'--· tteta:- .c:ons:lifri"f as ... ffiE/"am·ourif-:-of ... _n:i.i:.rc>g;en :d:opin·g·: 
is increased, the phases obs.erved Jty·.,Fletc·Qer would be ·produced .. 
' . 
.... : A~-~--=~-~-~~-~-:-... -~~g~:_i-~~~ ~-s . ....--·:..., .. --· ''-'-~· ; . "" .. ~.~-~-. --·-···=---·-·---·----·--··"-M-···-·-"""'q,~-·---·-...... ·::·-·---....-;:~=·-..._._..--.-.-'---~---...,...... .... :-_-····----·..-'· .. . _.• •• ,,. .. ,,.,v-.""~"• ,•l;:.J;./1-"l• ....................... ...._,.~Q;;,al..Alu:; ... =cr-:Uo-;J.wT .......... _,,~,--• 
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19. 
the same va:cutun:. S)fstem. J1se.d. ·to .a·nnea·r the (j tantalum films. This 
·,,# '. 
was done to· determin·e the :possibility of carbon be-i_µg absorbed into 
the .. fil:m. d:ur.ing annealing. · The only ef.f·ect. not·ea was a sharpening 
·, 
·.o·f. the .diff.raction .. 1.ine:s which is normally associated with stress 
r·e .. l!eytng o.f a· worked: ·st.ru¢tU_te. · Th:L .. s:· res-ult :·i'ndicates that b.c.c. 
;. 
t·~fnt-aluin does.ii·' t a,bsor.b c·arbqn from the r·esidual atmosphere during 
a:nneal;ip:·g a-nd there.fo.re- any carbon introduced into the deposited 
tt1qt:_alunr f.i1ms :pro·b.a.bly· was deposited with the. t .. a·ntalum· durin~ sput:~ 
·,.i · .. 
. . :, ,: ' . 
. .. 
.... '~ 
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The c·onclusions dec.f4ce.d :from this experiment are summarized 
as the following: 
1. Results of this investigation indicate that tantalum films· 
sputtered in a system with~ residual pressure of less than 
1.0 x 10-6 mm of Hg do in fact contain carbon in amo·unts 
:greater than the solubility limit of carbon· in tantalum. 
Thi~ carbon is probably due to ~e~Qnd~ry sputtering caused· 
t,.· 
py· the sputtered tantalum- .at·om.:s _s:trikin:g the exposed steel 
~Urfaces inside .the chamber~ 
.-2- .•. , Substrate temperatures b~l.ow· :E.fS09 Q invariably result in the: 
fqrni~tion of the high res:is,.t:i,tity /j structu.re while at 
)1igher temperatures the stabl_e phases of b.c.c. tantalum ~ 
:~.·n_d tantalum carbide predominate.~ The higher mobility of tllJ~: 
sp.utt:~recl atoms: at the· higher substrate temperatures is b·e""!' 
··1±evea-: tp ::z:-esurt in: the format ion of .the stable phases wh:i.Ie 
the iow·e.r mob:ilt.:ty a.toms form in a· metastable phase. 
Annealing, experiments on {3 tantalum seem to exhibit very 
. ".~ 
good_ agre.ement with .. e.xi-st.i:ng the-OJ!--i-&e- on--~aUGle-ation and ·grow-ta~-· .~ ..··-·····- ... -- ·· 
• ~•• --~a"---;'----= -~''•• =-- -- •::-:._ ____ ~-~:___-__.-=--=---••" --• •---~• • • -•,----·• -·•----- ---• ---
of precipitates from a super-saturated solid solution, as I 
' 
lower resistivity films convert into the stable phases of 
b .... c:.-c. tantalum and tantalum· carbide while higher resis- . ... 
____ .... ---·· __ 
- - -- - -- --·.-·. -- .. ~ .--
··o 
. ., 
··-- ---·- ---··-· --~- .. 
-·----·---------~---·-····-···-- -.-···-··-- - --- ..... _ ... , ··--
. -- '-----.- ....... --.·· .• ------· ----. ---- .. ~ .L.. --
--tfvi~y '· I T~- films dtr not anneal to b:·c.c. Ta + Ta2c . 
.. 
. 
,::~ ... ------;;...,.._... _ _...~-:::-~ ·;--· .-· -.:..-~~;.-.. ~-- -.:,. __ :- ~~"-~:-;-" -·~":"'":--: .....--,..:·-:---:---~---·-.:"·"'--:-·-·- ..... 
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SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY 
Experiments should be conducted in which the glow discharge set 
up between the tantalum cath·ode .and' the anode is_ shielded from all 
steel surfaces. An investigation. ctt this type wo~ld eliminate the 
possibility of producing carbon by S~~tjndary sputtering if the shield 
·material is properly selected. 
Fu--rther investigations of va·cuµµi ·{tnnealing shoul.d be conducted. 
·on tantalum thin films selected to· :h-i:1ve the same resistivity to de-
t~rmine the effects Qf t~mperature on the ~ structure. Higher an-
_n¢$ling temperatures.should be used than in thi~ ·idvestigation since 
:it h_as been indicated that the :C·onversio·n. ot f3 t_,antalum to bee tan-
ta·1un1 ~.n51· tantalum carbide may be a nucle'atton ·and growth process, . ·-·- _. ~~. . .. . 
. 
which is vecy much -d:ependent· on temper_ature~ ,.It is~ believed that 
higher temperatures will caus_e· the nucleat'ion of embryos large enough 
for growth to .take place even :in th~- h:_igJ1er· resis-tivity films. 
· Quenching experiments of car.:bur-iz.ed t,ant.al.um should be conducted 
in which the carbon content ·o:f the tantalum ts controlled. ·Preferably, 
carbon cont.ants j.ust beyond· t_he solubility limit of carbon in tantalum 
- - ·-- -·--
.... --·-----~···- -
--- --·------ ------· -------·-----····--- -- -- ---··-- ···--··- -- ............. -. - ----···-----·---·-
__ ..... -----------·-· -------.---c~ .....,~,----·-.. ------~h Ou 1 a Jje" -1-nv.estI gat .. ecr-sfii'c e this invest i g at ion ind i Cates that higher ,.--.. - -· r 
carbon contents incre.ase the rate of precipitation of the two stable 
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d Spacings for b.c.c. Ta. and Ta Film Deposited Above 650°c 
b.c.c. Ta( 20) 
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TABLE 5-
Comparison of /j Tantalum to Ta2c 
~ Tantalum( 9) 
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FIGURE 1. Schematic of Sputtering Apparatus. 
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FIGURE · 13. Debye Scherrer diffraction pattern of an annealed 
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.. -. APPENDIX I 
SPUTTERING APPARATUS 
- Vacuum System 
Diffusion Pump: Con·solidated Vacuum, Corporation Model PMC 720 
Oil Diffusion Pump. 
., 
"" 
Mechanical Pump: Welch Model 1397. 
Diffusion Pump 
Oil: Dow Corning DC-704 Silicone otl. 
Cathode Assembly: Constructed of 304 stainless steel with boron 
nitride insulators. 
Anode Assembly: Constructed of 304 stainless steel. 
Pressure Gauges: ·· Micron ( l0-3mm of Hg) Range, Hastings-Raydist 
• 
thermocouple gauge. 
10-8 to 10-3 mm of Hg Range;: Consolidated Vacuum . 
Corporation GPH 100-A cold cathode.gauge. 
Power Supply 
Cathode Power Supply: A non-regulated, 5000VDC maximum 
rated;- f ul 1 wave rectified suppl·y fed ·· 
by~ Sola constant voltage transformer. 
Monitoring Equipment 
.., 
Slide Re~istance: Leeds and Northrup Co., Model 4735 
Wheatstond bridge. 
• 
. . ·-·-···---··----· --------------
·-·---- ~--•-... ---------.--~·-·-·--···J. .. ---·--
. .. 




··-· •' ... ·., 
_ ... '... · .
. ,. 
Anode Temperatur~: Leed~ and Northrup Co., Model 8693 Temperature · 




.. ~ -. :. 
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•,l -~ ·:: • • • • .. •• ·:. • ~ Ill, ._., 
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SUBSTRATE CLEANING PROCEDURE 
(1) ,. The slides were soaked in hot (so0 c) HCl for 5 minutes. 
(2) 
(3) 
They were then rinsed in running tap water and placed in stain-
less steel racks. 
The loaded racks were then placed into hot ( approximately 90°C) 
Alconox solution and agitated for 5 minutes with ultrasonics. 




:placed in a O. 5% dilute solution of HCl for 15 sec. 
The racks were then given a ooscaded rinse in hot deionized ~ 
water with a 1 minute rinse in each of 5 tanks. 
.. 
The racks were then placed in boiling deionized ·w.trt-e·r 'for· 5.-
minutes. 
(7) A second rinse in deio11i.2{~d w.ater slightly below the boiling 
point fallowed, and the substrates were withdrawn slowly. 
(8) The substrates were then blown dry with heated ~i trogen .and. 
0 placed in glass containers which were. stored in an ··(lven at 110 C 
· -··· until they were used. 
0 . 
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APPENDIX III 
PROPANE TO ARGON FLOW CALIBRATION 
... 
Both th~ propane .and argon we~e fed into the sputtering chamber <h 
. 
by connecting the sources through Edwards High Vacuum, Ltd. bellows 
sealed needle flow· valves which fed a common inlet port in the base ... 
plate of the chamber. Valves were connected into the inlet lines 
between the source and the flow valves to turn the supplies on and 
off so that once adjusted, the flow valves would not have to be changed. 
With both the arg:on and propane supplies turned off, the chamber was 
~evacuated to :il. :p·ressure of 5.0 x l0-7mm of Hg. The argon supply 
val:v.e was then qpened and the needle valve adjusted to a selected 
,£low. When -a constant flow of argon through the vacuum syste-m was 
obtained, the high vacuunt· v~lve petween the diffusion pump and the 
chamber was closed. This sealed the chamber causing the argon to 
(' flow into a constant volume. According to Avogadro's Law, the amount 
of argon in the chamber at any instant is directly proportional to 
the chamber pressure 
PV 
-DAr = RT 
where nAr is the number of moles of argon 
Pis the pressure of the argon 
I 
..... - .. --. ·---~--.,.- .·-.--------.. ---~ 
__ v ___ ~-~~, _:~=-···· ~~-1 ~~:_ ___ ?_f ___ ~ h_: ____ c ~-~~_be~<;-·-------·--·---~-------~---,--~,,.,---- -. , . . , , . ,- ·· ·· .. 
R is Boltzman's constant 
The flow rate or number of moles of argon/unit time is therefore 
;, 
·. proportional to the pre·ssure differential of the argon in the chamber/ 
i,: :. _.. ')'.·}-_~·-y!?Sf7/f.?.?} :f>~ ... 
' . : .' -,-,:~( ~~~-
., 
-~--·· .... '-~-. -!; ,• ·.~·"':'>'-""'' '•'-' •.~ ,•.,.'' '0• ;•: -T•• • ••'"'O"' 
,,, 
,i}, 
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~ PAr/t was determined by measuring· the chamber pressure versus time 
with argon flowing into the constant volume of the chamber. 
The·argon was then turned off and the high vacuum valve ope~ed 
to evacuate the chamber. When the chamber ·pressure was again 5.0 x 
• 
. l0-7mm of Hg, the propane supply valve was opened and the pressure 
,. 
differential of propane in the chamber/unit time· was determined in 









Since the volume and temperature are ·the S·a-mEf ·iJi. ·bot·h: COE:t~.Ef~··· 
npropafie _tt.P prop~nelt 
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